COMPOSITE RAILING
www.eva-last.com

Building memories outdoors
Eva-tech’s composite solution fulfils your need for premium outdoor living through beautifully crafted, innovative applications. Rapid Raill, Eva-tech’s balustrading solution is specifically designed to make the outdoors home, ensuring stylistic
design and optimum safety. Rapid Rail is revered for its strength and durability coupled with the hassle free comfort that
comes with a composite solution. Rapid Rail is not deterred by the harshest weather conditions and will not fade, rot splinter or crack, living up to the reputation of low maintenance. It’s practical design makes it a breeze to install, compared to
it’s stainless steel and timber counterparts making the Rapid Rail a one of a kind product in the indutry.

Lasting beauty
Thanks to its many benefits, Eva-tech gives you the peace
of mind to sit back, relax and embrace your new outdoor
living space.
LOW MAINTENANCE – You’ll never waste another second
on sanding, treating or maintaining your railing – leaving
you more time to appreciate the finer things in life.
DURABLE – Not only is Eva-tech UV and moisture resistant
but it won’t rot, warp or crack. To prove just how sustainable
Eva-tech’s advanced technology is; our 10 year guarantee
gives you the quality assurance to build your dreams on an
enduring foundation.
SAFETY ASSURED – Ensuring comfort and safety, our
wood plastic composite is splinter free, ideal for all outdoor occasions.
ECO FRIENDLY – Our products are PVC free and harmless
to the environment, satisfying your green conscience.

Primary benefits
Very low maintenance

Moisture resistant

Slip resistance

Environmentally friendly

UV resistant

Weather resistant
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Unrivalled Strength and Functionality
Rapid Rail has been tested to fulfil the highest of quality standards to ensure that this balustrading solution will hold
strong in the most testing conditions. We pride ourselves in being able to provide a solution which will not only be a
compliment to a deck but will provide unrivalled functionality.
Eva-tech’s balustrading is designed with the user in mind; our solution is splinter free for comfortable holding to provide the support balustrading is made for. Furthermore the solution is designed to not fade or falter in the harshest
climates come snow or shine; the colour and structure will remain as lovely as the day Eva-tech shaped your outdoor
living space. Rapid Rail will never need sanding, treating or varnishing with its innovative UV capability; this product is
a lifelong investment.
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COLOURS AND FINSHES

COMPOSITE BALUSTER FINISH
The composite baluster finish gives the attractive and authentic look of wood with none of the hassle.
This product is by far the most effectual, needing very little cleaning and will never require maintenance
yet will continue to be a striking feature for years to come. This solution comprises composite balusters
vertically placed between the systems sturdy composite posts, for walkways lighting can be placed on
posts creating a lovely feature and lighting romantic walk ways.
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Length & weight

This railing unit is 1,2m in lenght and weighs 55kg

No. of balusters

12 balusters per unit

Baluster spacing

Balusters spaced at 100mm

The composite baluster finish offers exciting design options, allowing you to mix and match colours
within the railing range; as well as the option to compliment your Eva-tech deck.
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Spend more time outdoors.

COLOURS AND FINSHES

RIGID GLASS FINISH
The Rigid Glass finish is perfect for the contemporary home, giving an elegant finish to terraces and
balconies. This stylised system ensures seamless integration of beautiful views into a living space, com-
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bining composite structures and high quality flat heat-treated glass. This structure works well to safe
guard your family, optimise aesthetic views and still benefits from the low maintenance quality trusted in
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the Eva-tech product range.

Length & weight

This railing unit is 1,2m in lenght and weighs 55kg

Spec of glass

12 balusters per unit

Glass fixing

Balusters spaced at 100mm

The rigid glass finish offers beautiful visual and aesthetic benefits, allowing unspoiled views through
glass, so you can enjoy the scenic views of you garden for the comfort of your balcony.
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COLOURS AND FINSHES

STEEL CABLE FINISH
Our most versatile and impressive finish yet must be the steel cable finish. The ultra low maintenance
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features coupled with the simplicity and striking aesthetic look goes far beyond what the balustrading
industry has ever seen before. Perfect for balconies, patios or even winding outdoor walkways, this finish
and you home.
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is fascinatingly well put together and it encompasses exactly what Eva-tech in general can do for you

Length & weight

This railing unit is 1,2m in lenght and weighs 55kg

Spec of cable

12 balusters per unit

Cable fixing

Balusters spaced at 100mm

The visual benefits along with the extreme versatility of the stainless steel cable system make this
product an ultra durable and weather proof solution.
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Spend more time outdoors.

Installation is easy!

The system is extremely versatile and can be mounted onto timber or steel frames and concrete surfaces using our
proprietary mounted brackets.

Rapid Rail components:
Post Mounting Bracket: item is secured to the timber/steel frame or

Stainless Steel Clamps: are mounted to the post and universal

concrete surface at correct centres to start the system.

handrails to secure the rigid glass finish.

Composite Rail Post: slides over the post mount bracket and is set in

9mm Toughened Glass: panels are clamped between the posts and

correct position for angle of handrails.

universal handrail for the rigid glass finish.

Composite Balusters: are mounted to the side of the posts at the correct

Deck Stop: a deck stop is fitted beneath the bottom rail in the centre

height for handrail and at 100mm centres on the top and bottom handrail.

of the posts to provide maximum strength.

Universal Handrail: once connected to the internal balusters are then

Post Caps: Post caps are fitted to the top of the posts to complete

mounted between the posts to lock the system in place.

the system.

For more information on the Eva-tech composte balustrading range including colours, finishes or installation, please contact an agent
or visit the Eva-Last website. Welcome to the future of composite decking and railing.
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Treasuring a greener tomorrow

Eva-tech and the Environment
Eva-tech prides itself as a recognised, environmentally friendly product,
composed of recycled plastic and reclaimed wood fibres to create a sustainable outdoor treasure.
Rest assured that the world’s forests remain unscathed as no trees are cut down for the purpose of producing our products.
Wood plastic composite technology does not require the toxic chemicals and preservatives normally used for the treatment of natural
timber.
We do our bit in contributing towards a greener tomorrow – Eva-tech will keep over 40 000 metric tons of plastic and wood scrap out
of the earth’s landfills every year.
Not only does the use of recycled materials lower the overall lifecycle cost of Eva-tech, but it reduces harmful greenhouse gases,
waste from numerous industries and most importantly conserves our precious resources for the future.

Leave your mark. Choose Eva-tech for a greener footprint.

Registered product of the Green Building Council
of South Africa

Tel: 010 593 9219

www.eva-last.com

